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Flor dos Poemas
 

In a country of poets, country flowers are their muses. 

Celebrated with verses and sonnets, they spread around 

Portugal spontaneous beauty, so intense and simple. Within 

this inspiring scenery, the violet blue is the POEM’S 

FLOWERS. With sweet and wooden notes of the violet 

flower’s perceptible perfumed floral bouquet, this line 

rescues energy from fields.

Campo

The wild landscape orchards and flourishing gardens that 

extend throughout Portugal have inspired our creation. 

CAMPO is a cyclical but careful harvest of nature’s elements 

that explode into several forms, colours and aromas.

Its essence lies in the season’s weather, the earth’s values and 

a flowers’ whole lifespan. The result is a collection pampered 

by senses, made of cleaner days and perfumed bouquets.



RSPO certification mirrors Real Saboaria’s care in the selection 

of its raw materials and how committed to supporting the 

sustainable production of palm oil worldwide the company is.

Find out more at www.rspo.org

Real Saboaria is a member of 1% for the Planet since august 

2018. By becoming a part of this initiative, 1% of the annual 

sales of Real Saboaria are used to help environmental non-profit 

organisations, that are pre-approved by 1% for the Planet.

Get to know our non-profit partners on this cause

www.anatureza.org

Find out more at www.onepercentfortheplanet.org

Through the Care About Earth program, we are committed to 

developing sustainable products and reducing our impact on 

the environment so that we can contribute to protecting the 

earth for generations to come.

We offer plastic-free solutions and 100% plant-based 

packaging.

Find out more at www.groupegm.pt



Ecopumps Manhattan Sugarcane
500ml - 10.14 fl.oz 

Conditioning Shampoo

Hair & Body Gel

Hand & Body Wash

Hand & Body Lotion

Hotel Amenities 
Collection: Campo
Line: Flor dos Poemas

Bottles Magic 
30ml - 1.01 fl.oz 

Conditioning Shampoo

Body & Hand Wash

Hand & Body Lotion 

Soap in Paper Wrap

20g - 0.88oz 
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